
More on this Current Time in the Kingdom
(May 2021)

Following on from the prophetic insight I was given concerning the current season we are in,1 a time
when Forerunners  are  leading the vanguard for the restoration of all  things,  this  is  an update.  More
information  is  being  received  to  cement  this  time  in  our  understanding  and  to  equip  us  with  the
knowledge we need to move forward without deviation. There will be glory rising alongside the rise of
darkness, so we must focus on where we are going and make sure we are aligning with Heaven every step
of the way. Read on!
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KINGDOM MESSAGES

Marsha Burns  
( prophetic downloads recorded in May 2021)★
“In the  process  of  transformation you will  be surprised that  even small  adjustments  will  reap huge
rewards when you walk in Spirit. This is a time when spiritual sensitivity is everything. Do nothing apart
from My leading. Every step counts.” 2 

“You are chosen to be an example of My goodness and to demonstrate the kingdom. How will others find
Me unless they perceive My presence in you? It is not enough to just believe that I exist. To really believe
is to clearly show, through your relationship with Me, the existence of spiritual reality. Allow My Spirit to
manifest in and through you.” 3 

“If you will release yourself completely to Me I will transport you above and beyond physical restraint to
find  incredible  spiritual  freedom.  I  will  propel  you  beyond  natural  boundaries  and  limitations  to
experience a supernatural existence. Let go and let Me move you.” 4 

Brian Simmons  
(  extract from a prophetic article published on 3-5-2021)★
“The season of God’s mighty power has arrived! A new day has dawned, and with it emerges a new breed
of Believers. The torch of truth will be carried in the hands of this generation. Mighty ones are rising with
grace in their hearts to do His bidding, filled with humility in their lifestyle and truth burning in their
bones. This is the “Joshua generation”!” 5 

1 – “A New Era in the Kingdom”
      canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/MESSAGE-A-New-Era-in-the-Kingdom-21-11-2018.pdf  
2 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (May 1, 2021)    www.ft111.com/straws2021.htm
3 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (May 24, 2021)   www.ft111.com/straws2021.htm
4 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (May 29, 2021)   www.ft111.com/straws2021.htm
5 –  “The Joshua Generation – Mighty Ones Are Arising!” 
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Cindy McGill  
(  extract from a prophetic article published on 7-5-2021)★
“There is a storm coming, and it will get the world's attention. In this storm, there is cleansing, exposure,
awakening, unrest and a divine reset...

It is the responsibility of the church, not the government, schools or any other organization, to change
our environment using the spiritual weapons God has given us. We are no longer going to linger inside of
a church building, but we are being launched into this world to bring life, hope and rescue to those
trapped in deep darkness.

The church is changing, and here are some things we can expect to see in the "face of the changing
church".

When we declare, proclaim, advance and take ground for God and His kingdom, His authority is felt by
all. What He says, we say, and the God-given declarations fill the air with power, arresting the attention
of all who hear them. When these declarations from heaven are spoken, things change...

God is sending us into places where it may not seem safe...

Understanding  that  He  will  protect  us  and  bless  us  in  our  going  out  and  coming  in  gives  us  this
supernatural boldness to accomplish His mission and assignment for us as we go into all the world and
preach the gospel to everyone. He gives us language to use that is understandable to the hearer and
opens the hearts of those who are hardened to listen to life words that produce a life change in them. We
are His kids, and we were never designed to live broken and apart from Him.

In our natural lives, we don't possess this kind of love just within ourselves. God's supernatural love
flows out of us as we move about this world, healing sick people, working miracles, giving direction and
hope  to  those  who  are  walking  in  darkness.  This  love  never  fails.  This  kind  of  supernatural  love
transforms us and literally anyone who comes in contact with it. There is no shame or condemnation in
this love; there is no judgment or ambition. When this love flows through us, we again realize that we are
absolutely partakers of a divine nature, who is God living in us, moving through us... 

[W]e are stepping into a time of unusual miracles and unseen exploits that haven't even entered into our
minds and hearts... 

We've already crossed over into this new era, and God's plans will succeed!” 6 

Ron McGatlin  
(  extract from a prophetic article published on 7-5-2021)★
“God has been speaking clearly of the season of massive change, massive world cleansing and the new
world governance of kingdom of God reality coming forth on earth.

He has been making it clear that it is all the work of Christ Jesus reigning in and through His chosen
people, that is establishing God’s kingdom on earth.

Hopefully, we are all seeing that there is no turning back to life in this world as we had been experiencing
it.

Gone forever is the lukewarm practice of casually adding God or church into our lives as a part of our
lives,  and at the same time seeking personal wellbeing and pleasure by filling our lives with carnal
thoughts and activities.

This is not about legalism nor is it about greasy grace.

       www.openheaven.com/2021/05/03/the-joshua-generation-mighty-ones-are-arising-brian-simmons 
6 –  “This Coming Storm Will Attract the World's Attention”
       www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/48942-prophecy-the-coming-storm-will-definitely-attract-the-world-s-attention 
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It is about the LIFE and blessings of you and your family, tribe or nation living in the reality of the
kingdom of God now... 

This  is  not  about  heaven or  hell  someday.  This  is  not  something figurative  or  ethereal.  This  is  not
sometime way off in the future. It is not something someone will have to go away and get for us. This is
not somewhere far away or over here or over there.

This is happening now every day in your life today! ... 

Step out  from our past  life  of  making decisions  based upon our natural-man understandings.  Leave
behind who we were and loose our past life. Take it all to the altar of God and leave it there. Allow God
by the Holy Spirit to form Jesus’ resurrection life of love, power and wisdom within us.

Step out and away from lukewarm religious order with its limiting systems of doubt and unbelief from
traditions of men and doctrines of demons. Step out of dead routine religious church services that have
only a form of godliness outside but inside are filled with dead men’s bones.7

Get out and away from educational systems of mind crafting that turn you away from the reality of the
kingdom of God that is in you by the Holy Spirit.

Step out of the darkness of seeking to satisfy self with carnal pleasure seeking.

Do not be concerned about the loss of anything that you left  on the altar.  He will  give back to you
anything that is truly in His great plan for your life.

Step up into life in the higher calling of falling in love with God. Move up to the higher place of Spirit life
as more than a conqueror over all the work of the enemy. Step up into praise and worship worthy of the
glory of God. Pray and speak the word of God with BOLDNESS of LOVE. Move upward above this world
to life in the heavenlies.

Step into oneness with God. Fall in love with God. Enter into intimate love covenant with God in Christ
Jesus. Step into the manifest presence of God and be consumed by His love for you. Hold back nothing.
Step into fervent all out praising and worshiping God with all your strength and all your heart. Step into
supernatural flow of God and all things are possible.

Step into gatherings of like-minded believers, eat together, pray together and encourage one another in
the Lord. Seek the kingdom of God and His righteousness together. Love one another with the pure holy
love of God.

As you go about life let the love of God flow through you to the one in front of you and those around you.

As God leads, invite people to your home gatherings for food, conversation and prayer. Relationships will
develop and sharing need will lead to prayer and miracles of healing in the atmosphere of the manifest
presence of  God.  Thus the world will  be changed as  all  things  work  together  for  the  reality  of  the
kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven.” 8 

Theresa Harvard Johnson  
(  extract from a prophetic article published on 12-5-2021)★
“…"Beloved, the prophetic scribes I have sent will administrate their unique callings from these five
areas in this hour with authority, power, understanding and strength."

Those areas are as follows:

• From the light: As prophetic scribes, we are a beacon for those who are led of the Spirit…Many
scribes in this realm see or perceive what others need to hear and produce solutions from this realm.

7 – Matthew 23:27; 2 Corinthians 6:16:18
8 – “Arise, Step Out, Step Up, Step Into” 
      www.openheaven.com/2021/05/07/arise-step-out-step-up-step-into-ron-mcgatlin 
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• From the fire: Many prophetic scribes operate in a profound intensity and spontaneity. They follow
the cloud of the Spirit exclusively with their release—only moving as He commands and by internal
spiritual pressure.

• From the wind: Some prophetic scribes operate in the realm of witty ideas, sudden inspiration and
instant  words of wisdom or knowledge…They come with an immediate solution and exit  just  as
quickly. They know what other people need for their projects and assignments—on the spot.

• From the water: Some prophetic scribes operate from an immersive dimension. They take one idea
and constantly and consistently expand its realm, equally prophetic and apostolic. Understanding, or
a precise line of understanding, is what drives them in the kingdom…

• From the earth: Some prophetic scribes operate from an extremely practical realm—dealing with
issues of life and responsibility. They are equipped to navigate issues "under the sun" by the Spirit.
These scribes are excellent in key areas of administration where they have been astutely trained,
equipped…They simply know what to do—and have instant knowing concerning navigating natural
things natural from a spiritual high place.” 9 

Joe Joe Dawson  
(  extract from a prophetic article published on 17-5-2021)★
“[T]he Lord spoke to me and said, "I'm looking for kingdom lightning rods". After several days of prayer
and study, I received revelation about what the Lord meant by this.

In the natural, a lightning rod absorbs the shock and intense heat that a bolt of lightning releases when it
strikes. A natural lightning rod protects the buildings or structures around it from being destroyed by the
lightning when it hits. I believe the Lord is looking for spiritual lightning rods that can be trusted to
receive the revelation and insight that God wants to release within the earth without being destroyed.

In my many years of ministry, I have encountered many gifted and passionate people who lack integrity
or  spiritual  maturity.  When  these  individuals  are  prematurely  promoted  or  elevated,  they  are  often
derailed because they lack the character or internal fortitude to maintain the position, they may find
themselves in. God does not want to release His power to someone that cannot handle it rightly.

This is why the Lord is looking for lightning rods in this hour. God is raising up those who are spiritually
mature, full of humility and have pure hearts to be able to use them as lightning rods in this season.

God has so much power, revelation and insight that He wants to release into the earth but He will send it
through His kingdom lightning rods. Those who are prepared and equipped to carry and release the
power and revelation that God releases will be like lightning rods planted in regions and different spheres
of influence to advance the kingdom of God with great humility.

Someone who is a kingdom lightning rod will be able to act as a conduit for what God releases into the
earth without being prideful or selfish.” 10 

C.T. Johnson  
(  extract from a prophetic article published on 19-5-2021)★
“The Lord says, "Within this season, year and decade, I, the sovereign Lord, am unsheathing My sword. I
shall  commence to  divide  (to  separate into  two or  more parts,  areas  or  groups)  for  the purpose of
identifying  the  authentic  from  the  counterfeit,  allies  from  adversaries  (both  foreign  and  domestic),
guardians from perpetrators, law-abiding kingdom citizens from law breakers and gatekeepers from gate

9 – “Prophetic Scribes Will Illuminate God's Power and Authority”
       www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/49012-prophecy-prophetic-scribes-will-illuminate-god-s-power-and-authority 
10 – “The Lord Says, 'I Am Looking for Lightning Rods'” 
         www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/49049-prophetic-word-the-lord-says-i-am-looking-for-lightning-rods 
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destroyers. 

"I,  the Lord, am employing the 'cutting weapon'  with a vengeance.  My intent  is  to expose (to  leave
without shelter or defense), uncover (make known to the public information that was previously known
only to a few people or that was meant to be kept a secret), and unearth (to dig up; bring to light) all
internal enemies of the Lord Jesus Christ's church. This unsheathing of the sword, this employing of the
cutting weapon, will recalibrate and realign My Body with the sovereign God's will established before the
foundations of the world."

God says retribution (a dispensing of punishment) is coming at large to the church.” 11

Laurence Smart  
(  Message recorded in his prophetic journal on December 2016 and released on 30-5-2021)★
“Critical times – that's what I want to talk to you about this morning. I have called you here to instruct
you with some important information that I want you to disseminate. This is critical, so it must go out to
all members.

All I'm wanting is compliance. I want my sons to align with me by complying with my word to them. Is
that too much to ask? Of course it isn't. The bulk of them are busy with their own business and don't
realise the importance of the time they are in. They treat my imperatives and warnings to them as a 'joke'.
That's the way I feel about it. It's like they ‘slap me in the face’ with their disgust for what I have been
asking them to do. They do not realise that history is like a jigsaw puzzle where all the parts have to be in
their right place for the whole outcome to be achieved.

Yes, these are critically important times, but my people are asleep. They haven't received the impact of
what I've been confirming and warning them of. I have sounded the alarm on many occasions for them
individually, but the cares of the 'world' and their own thoughts have deadened the impact I was wanting
to make in them. Can't  they see beyond themselves? Of course they can, but they refuse.  They have
hardened their hearts towards me in many ways – even you12.

This is a time of total devotion to me and my purposes. The time for holidays and ease are past. We re in
preparation mode, but my people are in pleasure-&-busyness mode. The two can't exist together if my
plans and purposes are to come to pass in this nation. They are my driving force, but the force has gone
out of them. How can I take over the kingdom of darkness and implement my will if my soldiers and
workers have abandoned me? Yes, abandoned me. They have chased after other lovers and interests and
left me 'high & dry' without a team. Yes, this is drastic! Do you see it?

I call my people today, this one last time, to align with me in my work in this nation. If they will not hear
me and walk the path with me, I will find those who will. I can raise any army of workers and soldiers
that I like. I choose to use those who have given their allegiance to me, but I will create a new workforce
if I'm rejected by them. “Rejection. That's harsh”, you say. Well, yes, it is harsh, but the situation I find
myself in is harsh – not my words towards you all.

There is so much rejection in the hearts of the people in this nation and yet they operate through and by
rejection. I don't reject you all, but I have to move forward with the plans Father has set in place. I can
only do that with those who completely work with me. Remember, if you don't work with me you actually
are a hindrance and work against me.

Wake up! Please! My love for you is strong, but my wisdom will not allow me to be blind to purposes

and processes.

Hear me, my loved ones. I am calling you – drawing you to myself so we can work in unison. Cast off
your own plans, purposes and set ways, and draw close to me in love and commitment. Commit yourself

11 – “The Lord Says, 'I Am Unsheathing My Sword'”
        www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/49067-prophetic-word-the-lord-says-i-am-unsheathing-my-sword 
12 – Referring to himnself
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to helping me achieve the plans that are in place for your future as a nation. Yes, as a nation. Forget
about yourself for a change and begin to think nationally. Get the 'big picture' that I have and do your
part in partnership with me.

This is a great time for you to be alive. Don't squander it on yourself and use it up vainly. There's much to
do and so much is yet to be accomplished.

I love you strongly. Return that love in strength, and support the path I have for your nation. It all starts
with your alignment with me.”  13

>> There’s more to come, but you must keep watching and listening for yourself <<

Laurence
31-5-2021
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)

COPYRIGHT
Quotes from Laurence Smart and CCOP are free to copy, republish and distribute as they are licensed under

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License
Quotes from Open Heaven Digest: “Unlimited permission to copy and post or reprint without altering text or profiteering is hereby granted

 subject to proper credits and inclusion of this web address: www.openheaven.com . However, if an item not written
by Ron McGatlin is marked Copyright, you should contact the original publisher for permission to reproduce.”

All other quotes are the copyright of their authors or publishers

13 – “38-All I am Wanting is Compliance”    canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/38-All-I-am-Wanting-is-Compliance.pdf 
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